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ABSTRACT
The purpose this research is to characteristic (flavor, texture, and odor) of Spreadable Analogue Cheese product by the substitution of Edam cheese and Cheddar cheese, and also addition of Soy Protein Isolate. Beside, this research is also to determine the best formulation of Spreadable Analogue Cheese process making using the Design Expert Application with Response Surface Methodology method Central Composite. This research was done within two phases. The preliminary phase is to determine the objective function, dependent and independent variables in the process of Spreadable Analogue Cheese making which are put in the application. The application generates the desired sensory and chemical characteristics. The second phase is to determine the best formulation of Spreadable Analogue Cheese. The response in this research are chemical responses (including amino acids, fatty acids, and moisture content analysis), physical response (including viscosity), and sensory response (including aroma, flavor, texture). The responses results are 0.84% for fatty acids, 0.19% for amino acids, 47.64% for moisture context, 385.44 d.pas for viscosity, 3.97 for aroma attribute, 3.64 for flavor attribute, and 3.95 for texture attribute.
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INTRODUCTION
Cheese is one form of solid dairy products that require fermentation in the manufacturing process. The cheese has been consumed in Asia several thousand years ago and many ancient writings contain references that transform milk into cheese ace a method of preservation.

At present, although the cheese was consumed only above a certain economic level, but the last few years, demand for dairy products is quite large. In 1998, consumption of cheese reached 1.094.333 sinks, which from this amount of cheese produced in the country of about 34. 976 sinks, while the rest is met by imports.

Processed cheese of cheese that is made by mixing and destroying the natural cheese accompanied by heating, so ace to produce a uniform product and supple. Additional food ingredients commonly used in the manufacture of processed cheese emulsifying salts, dyes, water, and flavor.

Natural cheese type most used in the manufacture of processed cheese in Indonesia is the cheddar cheese, so often called Cheddar cheese processed. The shape also vary from block, slice, and sauce to spreadable.

Cheese market demand is increasing, but the increase in demand is note directly proportional to the selling price in the market. Processed cheese is still one imported products, then there must be a response to the phenomenon that occurs above, this can be realized by making a cheese analogue which has the same characteristics both from organoleptic and chemical properties of the original cheese.

Analogue cheese was first introduced in the United States in the early 1970-an. Making cheese analogue of various natural cheeses (eg, Cheddar, Monterey Jack, Mozzarella, Parmesan, Romano, Blue and Cream). Of the several types of cheese that is often used is the cheddar cheese and mozzarella.
Problems in the manufacture of cheese analogues, especially for Cheese Spreadable Analogue is to determine the mix of types of cheese and concentration of cheese used as a filler to meet a protein source, a filler in the manufacture of cheese analogue usually using cornstarch, potato starch, rice flour, wheat flour, carrageenan and gelatine. This using Response Surface Methodology (RSM) that is used to help optimize the product or process. Then using the method Central Composite Design (CCD) in order to find the right results. This program has the advantage compared to other programs such as for example the program that this program will optimize the processes included in the manufacturing process Spreadable Cheese Analogue with some variables expressed in units of the response. Experimental CCD is a design consisting of a 2k factorial design with center added a couple of runs and axial run.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

The materials used in this are the ingredients for the manufacture Spreadable Cheese Analogue and materials for the chemical response analysis. The materials used to manufacture Spreadable Cheese Analogue is Edam Cheese and Cheddar Cheese, Soy Protein Isolate, cornstarch, Vegetable Oil, Salt, Emulsifier (Trisodium Citrate, Disodium Phosphate), Acetic Acid. The materials used for chemical analysis is distilled water, salt Kjeldahl, a solution of concentrated H₂SO₄, 30% NaOH solution, Na₂SO₄ solution, boiling stones, granules Zn, raw HCl solution, phenolptalein, N-hexane, alcohol and solution Baffer. The tools used in this are the ingredients for the manufacture Spreadable Cheese Analogue and materials for chemical analysis. The tools used to manufacture Spreadable Cheese Analogue namely the scale, spoons, knives, slicer, spatula, mixers, hand blander. The tools used for chemical analysis is erlenmeyer flask 100 ml, flask, rod stirrer, pipette volumetric, pipette, digital balance of, tool reflux, filter paper, beakers, funnels, flask, pumpkin Kjeldahl, stove, adapters, distillation equipment, the stand, clamps, burettes, reading copy bags, yarn mattress, sohlet, stove, bath, pumpkin round bases, oven, and eksikator, pH metre. Experimental Response Surface Methodology designs Central Composite Design methods that will be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>-alpha</th>
<th>-1</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>+alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edam</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheddar</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISP</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cornstarch</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A middle value (0) default is the value and the average value of (-1) and (+1) for each factor. Due to the number of factors in this variable is the fourth factor, the value of \( a = v_k = v_4 = 2 \). Ace for the actual alpha is calculated by the equations:

\[-\alpha = (0) - a \left[ (0) - (-1) \right]\]

\[+\alpha = (0) + a \left[ (0) - (-1) \right]\]

The entire formulation of raw materials and excipients are well ace the addition of other ingredients variables calculated using dependent ace significant balance, including moisture content, fat content, amino acid, and viscosity, appearance Test against aroma, flavor, and texture in each formulation. Results of the analysis incorporated will be into the data program table methods Response Surface Methodology Central Composite Design.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Fat Content**
Estimated coefficient is the coefficient of each of these factors in the equation condensed ace follows:
Fat Content = 28.65 + 1.05A + 1.98B + 0.46C + 0.25D + 0.36AB + 0.55AC - 0.16AD – 0.16BC + 0.55BD + 0.36CD – 0.005A^2 - 0.04B^2 - 0.27C^2 – 0.090D^2

Optimal Graph formulations based di atas the response levels of fat can be seen in the picture:

![Optimal Graph formulations based di atas the response levels of fat](image)

**Fig.-1: Formulation Based Optimal Response fat content**

Graph above show optimal formulation bases response level of fat, level of fat that predicted by this graph as high as 28.6506% where boundary under level of fat from entire formulation that is 22.7272% and upper limit as high as 32.582%. To reach value of level of fat is matching with the one which predicted by program at product Cheese Spreadable Analogue must uses Edam Cheese 10% and Cheddar Cheese 10% as the value X1 and X2 and Isolate Soy Protein 5%, cornstarch 5% as the actual factor, where X1 and X2 and second actual factor is variable changes.

Addition of filler materials can degrade level of cheese fat process, at product Cheese Spreadable Analogue filler materials Isolate Soy Protein and cornstarch more and more its use then level of fat will be growing downhill. This condition because more and more usage Isolate Soy Protein then product Cheese Spreadable Analogue that produced by will have level of high protein whereas more and more addition of filler materials Cornstarch then extract content more and more and level of fat growing downhill, content of vegetation fat from cornstarch by itself gyrate 3.59% while carbohydrate is biggest component that is 76.89%. Base this condition then will cause level of cheese fat Cheese Spreadable Analogue growing downhill.

**Moisture Content**

Base tables ANAVA model RSM level of water Cheese Spreadable Analogue, A state Edam Cheese, B state Cheddar Cheese, C state Isolatee Soy Protein and D cornstarch. Term that consist of one letter named single variable states linear effect whereas term that consist of two letters named two variables that state interaction effect.

Base ANAVA are referred as existed some terms that have significant influence to level of water Cheese Spreadable Analogue and there is also term that has no significant influence to level of water Cheese Spreadable Analogue. As for that have an effect on significant to level of water is term linear Edam Cheese, term linear Cheddar Cheese, terms linear Isolate Soy Protein and term linear cornstarch. Whereas term two variable and interaction effects not give significant influence to response produced and to know influence picture that given from each term referred, then must see coefficient estimation from each term.

Coefficient estimation that is coefficient of each factor that existed in equation conducted as follows-
Moisture Content = 51.37 – 3.29A – 3.67B - 5.23C - 3.83D – 0.61AB - 0.31AC + 0.65AD + 0.65BC - 0.31BD – 0.61CD + 0.061A² + 0.061B² + 0.32C² – 0.22D²

Optimal Graph formulations based the response moisture content can be seen in the picture:

![Fig.-2: Formulation Based Optimal Response moisture content](image)

Graph above show optimal formulation bases response level of water, level of water that predicted is 51.3661% where boundary under level of water from entire formulation that is 35.6795% and upper limit as high as 67.445%. To reach value of level of water is matching with the one which predicted by program at product Cheese Spreadable Analogue must uses Edam Cheese 10% and Cheddar Cheese 10% the value X1 and X2 and Isolate Soy Protein 5%, cornstarch 5% the actual factor, where X1 and X2 and second actual factor is variable changes.

Salt Role in cheese making have 3 main functions, besides directly to flavor and sodium source, salt for preserves or pickling because have an effect on to reduction of level water. Gyration the usage of salt at cheese making is 1% to 10%, and will have an in with usage more than 2% to level of water.

**Attribute Aroma**

Optimal formulation Graph bases response organoleptic aroma can be seen in the picture:

![Fig.-3: Response Attribute Aroma](image)
Coefficient Estimation that is coefficient of each factor that existed in equation conducted as follows-

Attribute Aroma = 7.40 + 0.12A + 0.043B - 0.35C - 0.04D – 0.12AC – 0.22AD - 0.017BC - 0.13BD – 0.21CD – 0.40A² - 0.37B² – 0.41C² – 0.71D²

Graph above show optimal formulation bases response organoleptic aroma, response organoleptic aroma that predicted by graph this is the 7.4 where boundary under assesses response organoleptic aroma that is 4.4 and upper limit as high as 7.4. To reach value response organoleptic aroma are matching with the one which predicted by program at product Cheese Spreadable Analogue must uses Edam Cheese 10% and Cheddar Cheese 10% as value X1 and X2 and Isolate Soy Protein 5%, cornstarch 5% the actual factor, where X1 and X2 and second actual factor is variable changes.

Attribute Flavor
Coefficient Estimation that is coefficient of each factor that existed in equation conducted as follows-

Attribute Flavor = 7.45 + 0.085A + 0.056B – 0.29C – 0.061D – 0.38AB – 0.23AC – 0.22AD – 0.03BC – 0.16BD – 0.32CD – 0.55A² – 0.60B² – 0.63C² – 0.60D²

Factors that assign value positive to response organoleptic flavor to product Cheese Spreadable Analogue that produced by for example: linear effect Edam Cheese, linear effect Cheddar Cheese. Whereas factors that assign value negative to response organoleptic flavor shall be as follows: linear effect Isolate Soy Protein and linear effect Cornstarch effect quadratic Edam Cheese, effect quadratic Cheddar Cheese, effect quadratic Isolate Soy Protein and effect quadratic cornstarch.

No existed interaction 2 factors that is synergic interaction to response organoleptic flavor. All interactions 2 factors give interaction antagonis, as for interaction that give effect antagonis as follows: Edam Cheese and Cornstarch and interaction between Isolate Soy Protein and Cornstarch, interaction between Edam Cheese and Cheddar Cheese, interaction between Edam Cheese and Isolate Soy Protein, interaction between Cheddar Cheese and Cornstarch and interaction between Cheddar Cheese and Isolate Soy Protein.

Optimal formulation Graph bases response organoleptic flavor can be seen in the picture-
Graph above show optimal formulation bases response organoleptic flavors, response organoleptic flavors that predicted 7.45 where boundary under assesses response organoleptic flavors that is 4.05 and upper limit as high as 7.45. To reach value response organoleptic flavors matching with the one which predicted by program at product Cheese Spreadable Analogue must uses Edam Cheese 10% and Cheddar Cheese 10% the value X1 and X2 and Isolate Soy Protein 5%, Cornstarch 5% the actual factor, where X1 and X2 and second actual factor is variable changes.

Flavor cheese is formed especially by amino acids\textsuperscript{2,6} enhance that flavor cheese is also formed by dispersion fat. Flavor from a large part of food materials usually unstable, that is can experience of change during handling and processing, in other hand texture change or viscosities can also alter flavor\textsuperscript{4}. Flavor cheese tied to someone's apron string by level of fat, emulsifier materials, salt, amino acid (protein) and water that it contains\textsuperscript{2}.

Cheese Making is entered Cheese Spreadable Analogue that use mixture of cheese raw material Edam Cheese and Cheddar Cheese difference flavors referred to merely caused by Edam and also cheddar that used, but caused by amount of filler materials that is Isolate Soy Protein and Cornstarch and more and more Isolate Soy Protein and Cornstarch that used cheese Spreadable Analogue becomes growing less strong.

According to Frank (2004) in Septiarini\textsuperscript{3} state that substrate that become determinant from flavor cheese is main component that indigenous to milk, that is carbohydrate (lactose and citrate) and substance metabolite (lactate, acetate, ethanol and acetone), protein (for example casein), peptide, amino acid and fat.

Law and Tamime\textsuperscript{1} explain that other effect that maybe from salt emulsifier at cheese making covers flavor. Flavor that tend to like soap at cheese making is entered Cheese Spreadable Analogue is caused by sodium or potassium phosphate that consisted in at emulsifier salt.

**Attribute Texture**

Coefficient Estimation that is coefficient of each factor that existed in equation conducted as follows-

\[
\text{Attribute Texture: } 7.00 - 0.038A + 0.28B - 0.14C + 0.072D - 0.26AB - 0.087AC + 0.075AD - 0.48BC - 0.12BD - 0.061CD - 0.42A^2 - 0.47B^2 - 0.42C^2 - 0.60D^2
\]

Optimal formulation Graph bases response organoleptic texture can be seen in the picture-

![Fig.-5: Attribute texture](image-url)
Factors that assign value positive to response organoleptic texture to product Cheese Spreadable Analogue that produced for example: linear effect Cheddar Cheese and linear effect Cornstarch. Whereas factors that assign value negative to response organoleptic texture shall be as follows: linear effect Edam Cheese, linear effect Isolate Soy Protein and effect quadratic Edam Cheese, effect quadratic Cheddar Cheese, effect quadratic Isolate Soy Protein and effect quadratic Cornstarch. There is one interaction 2 factors that is synergic interaction to response organoleptic texture that is interaction between Edam Cheese and Cornstarch. Whereas interaction 2 factors that give interaction antagonis as follows: interaction between Isolate Soy Protein and Cornstarch, interaction between Edam Cheese and Cheddar Cheese, interaction between Edam Cheese and Isolate Soy Protein, interaction between Cheddar Cheese and Cornstarch and interaction between Cheddar Cheese and Isolate Soy Protein.

CONCLUSION
1. Edam cheese, cheddar cheese and soy protein isolate by program design expert response surface methodology central composite design method can optimize spreadable cheese analogue formula.  
2. Optimal formulations based on data from all 11 above for product formulations spreadable cheese analogue selected by using 11.66% edam cheese, cheddar cheese 9.75%, and 3.84% isolate soy protein.
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